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ANNOTATION 

This document contains guidelines for importing and exporting in the format GIS Panorama of the 

layers for digital topographic maps (DTM) of the geo database ArcSDE Oracle without versioning. 

Import and export of layers for DTM is carried out by means of software products Geoinformation system 

«Panorama» (GIS «Panorama х64») PARB.00046-06 and GIS Server (GIS Server) PARB.00049-01. 

This document contains methodical instructions for preparing initial data, instructions and 

recommendations for setting up ArcSDE Oracle geo databases for import and export. 
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1 GENERAL INFORMATION 

1.1 Process description  

This document describes the processes of importing DTM layers from the geo database ArcSDE 

Oracle into DTM of format GIS Panorama and the export of DTM layers of format GIS Panorama into 

the tables of geo database ArcSDE Oracle. Import and export of layers for DTM is carried out by means 

of software products Geoinformation system «Panorama» (GIS «Panorama х64») PARB.00046-06 

(hereinafter – GIS Panorama) and GIS Server (GIS Server) PARB.00049-01 (hereinafter – GIS Server). 

The tasks of importing and exporting layers of DTM can be solved in two ways: 

- arranging the access of GIS Server clients to the geo database ArcSDE Oracle; 

- execution of uploading and loading the spatial data from the geo database ArcSDE Oracle using 

application tasks in GIS Panorama. 

 

When GIS Server clients are accessed to the geo database ArcSDE Oracle, GIS Server organizes 

multiuser access to the layers of DTM obtained from the geo database ArcSDE Oracle. In this case, the 

GIS Server is a client of database Oracle, performs the acquisition of spatial data from the geo database 

ArcSDE, converts the received data into the format GIS Panorama, and provides it at the user's request. 

The second option is to get access to the geo database ArcSDE using application tasks in GIS 

Panorama. In this case, the clients of the database Oracle are the application tasks of GIS Panorama. 

 

 

Figure 1 -  Access of clients GIS Server to the geo database ArcSDE Oracle 

The data structure and the legend of the layers for DTM in the format GIS Panorama are determined 

by the digital classifier of conventional signs (RSC). 

The structure of the geo database ArcSDE in the database Oracle is formed on the basis of the data 

scheme defined in xml-file. 
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The quality of procedures for importing and exporting layers of DTM depends on the degree to 

which the digital classifier of conventional signs (RSC) is consistent with the structure of the geo 

database ArcSDE. 

 

 

Figure 2 -  Import and export of DTM layers with using of applied tasks GIS Panorama 

1.2 Conditions for executing 

1.2.1 General requirements 

To allow access to the ArcSDE geodatabase in Oracle database must meet the following conditions: 

1) it must be installed a client set of libraries to access DBMS – Oracle Call Interface (OCI) x64 

on those computers on which GIS Panorama and GIS Server will be installed (see section 1.3); 

2) the database Oracle, in which the geo database ArcSDE is located, must meet certain 

requirements (for more details see section 2): 

- the database must support Unicode; 

- the library st_shapelib.dll with stored procedures should be added to the database Oracle that 

hosts the geo database ArcSDE, which allows external clients to access spatial data in the format 

ArcSDE; 

- the user SDE of the geo database ArcSDE, on behalf of which the connection to the geo database 

from GIS Panorama and GIS Server software will be performed, the necessary authorizations 

must be assigned; 

- triggers must be added to the tables of the geo database, allowing to generate a new identifier for 

records added by external clients; 

- each table of the geo database with spatial data must have the necessary minimum of fields – the 

record identifier, the spatial description field (metric) of the object, the field with the code of the 

conventional sign; 
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- tables with spatial data must be properly registered in the geo database and to have a code of the 

coordinate system SRID corresponding to one of the codes EPSG for CS VN-2000 (for more 

details, see section 1.4.3); 

3) the digital classifier of the map (RSC) must correspond to the structure of the geo database and 

to include all objects of the geo database; 

4) the layers of DTM corresponding to the digital classifier (RSC) can be imported and exported. 

 

It is believed that all necessary software is installed. At installing software products, follow the 

operating documentation of these products. In order to import and export layers of DTM and preliminary 

procedures are required: 

- DBMS Oracle 12g x64; 

- ArcGIS Desktop 10.1; 

- Software product GIS Panorama PARB.00046-06; 

- Software product GIS Server PARB.00049-01; 

- Oracle Instant Client x64; 

- Oracle SQL Developer. 

 

1.2.2 Requirements for the information support 

The information support which is necessary for the implementation of the operations for import and 

export of DTM layers: 

1) the digital map classifier (RSC) – viet25t.rsc; 

2) XML schemas defining the structure of the geo database ArcSDE in Oracle (by scale): 

- 25K_SCHEMA.XML; 

- 50K_SCHEMA.XML; 

- 100K_SCHEMA.XML. 

 

1.2.3 Requirements to the data structure 

Import and export procedures, as well as postprocessing procedures, are based on the following 

principles and assumptions. 

Each table of geo database Oracle ArcSDE containing the spatial objects of a certain layer of DTM 

has the required fields: 

- OBJECTID – the identifier of the record; 

- SHAPE – spatial data (metric) of the object; 

- MADOITUONG – the type of the object that defines its conventional sign; 

- SOPHIENHIEUMANHBANDO – nomenclature of the sheet. 

 

Each table of the geo database ArcSDE Oracle must necessarily be correctly registered in the geo 

database ArcSDE Oracle with mandatory indication of the correct SRID code corresponding to the code 

EPSG. 

If you use SRID codes that do not directly point to the coordinate system in the database EPSG 

(when the SRID code is not equal to the code EPSG), you must be able to recalculate the metric with such 

SRID codes to the standard coordinate systems registered in the database EPSG using the geo database. 

It is not recommended to use tables with different SRID codes for spatial data fields in one geo 

database. If you still need to have tables with different SRID codes in the same geo database, the database 

must be configured in such way that the resources of the database itself can be recalculated between the 

coordinate systems corresponding to the specified SRID. That is, there should be an opportunity at the 

level of the query SQL to the database to perform the transformation of one layer of DTM to another 

layer of DTM having a different coordinate system. 

The belonging of an object to a specific layer of DTM is determined by the short name of the object 

specified in the digital classifier of the map. The short name of the object in the classifier must match the 
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table name in the geo database ArcSDE Oracle, which is responsible for storing the data of a certain layer 

of DTM. 

 

 

Figure 3 -  Definition of belonging the object to the certain layer of DTM 

1.3 Installing Oracle Call Interface (OCI) 

Oracle Call Interface is part of Oracle Instant Client, which is necessary download its archive from 

the manufacturer's site – Oracle (http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/topics/winx64soft-089540.html). 

When downloading, select the Basic version (the version BasicLite does not provide the necessary work 

with the national encodings) and the bit depth Oracle Instant Client is x64. You may need to register on 

the site for download. 

The contents of the received archive should be unpacked to the hard disk. 

Then you need to add the path to the directory in which the operating system's PATH environment 

variable is to be added to the directory where the libraries Oracle Instant Client will be located after the 

archive is unpacked, and in particular the library oci.dll. 

 

1.4 Description of the data format 

1.4.1 General information 

The geo database ArcSDE has a certain structure. Spatial data are located in the database tables. 

Each table is designed to store certain types of objects. Tables are logically combined into layers. Joining 

tables in layers in the notification ArcGIS is called a relationship «domain-subdomain». 

The composition for the fields of the tables is different – depending on the attributes for the type of 

objects for which the table is intended to be stored. However, each table has a minimum set of fields 

common to all tables: 

- OBJECTID – integer unique record identifier; 

- SHAPE – the spatial description of the object; 
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- MADOITUONG – classification code of the object (code of the conventional sign (symbol)). 

 

In addition to these fields, there may be other fields common to all tables (for example, 

MANHANDANG, TENMANH, SOPHIENHIEUMANHBANDO and others). But for the processes of 

importing and exporting data, the presence of the specified fields – OBJECTID, SHAPE and 

MADOITUONG – is of fundamental importance. 

One entry in the geo database table is one object on the map. 

 

1.4.2 Spatial description of objects 

In the geo database ArcSDE, the spatial description of objects is stored in its internal format 

St_Geometry. This format is not a standard and the manufacturer (ESRI) can change its structure at its 

own discretion. In this regard, reading and recording spatial data by external clients is carried out not 

directly in the format St_Geometry (ArcSDE), but through conversion to the format Well-Known Binary 

(WKB). 

The spatial data representation format WKB is defined by the standard Open Geospatial 

Consortium – OGC 06-103r4: «OpenGIS® Implementation Standard for Geographic information – 

Simple feature access – Part 1: Common architecture». 
 

 
Binary representation of a geometric object (WKB) in format NDR (B = 1) 

type Polygon (T = 3) 

with 2 LinearRings (NR = 2) 

each LinearRings consists of 3 points (NP = 3) 

Figure 4 -  Binary representation of a geometric object (WKB) 

WKB-representation is the description of a geometric object as a set of bytes in a specific format. 

Such set consists of the header part and byte arrays, which determine the coordinates for the contours of 

the object. 

The sequence of bytes can be represented using one of two standard binary encodings. The 

difference between the two encodings of geometry is that the sequence of bytes is encoded by the reverse 

order of the bytes (Big Endian) in XDR and by the direct order of bytes (Little Endian) in NDR. 

To reduce computational costs, the program uses WKB with a direct order of bytes – NDR. 

Geometry is supported with 2 (2D), 3 (Z and M) and 4 (ZM) – dimensional metric for the following 

localizations of objects are specified in the table below. 
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Table 1 -  Database geometry types supported by the program 

The geometry type 

The codes of dimension 

metrics in the representation 

WKB The example 

It corresponds to 

the character of 

localization 
2D Z M* ZM* 

Point 0001 1001 2001 3001 

 

Point (dot) 

LineString 0002 1002 2002 3002 

 

Linear 

Polygon 0003 1003 2003 3003 

Simple 

 
With a subobject 

 

Area 

MultiLineString 0005 1005 2005 3005 

 

Linear 

MultiPolygon 0006 1006 2006 3006 

Simple 

 
With a subobject 

 

Area 

*feature «M» is not processed 

1.4.3 Coordinate system 

The specification OpenGIS requires that the internal storage format of the spatial objects include the 

coordinate system identifier (spatial referencing system identifier – SRID). The code SRID is required to 

add an object to the database and to further correctly reading its metric from the database. 

Internal storage format, the spatial description of the geo database objects ArcSDE St_Geometry 

contains the code SRID. 

In order to correctly perform the operations of import and export of DTM layers, it is necessary that 

the spatial data tables in the geo database ArcSDE have the code SRID corresponding to one of the codes 

EPSG for CS VN-2000: 3405, 3406 or others. 

In this case, if the table is assigned a coordinate system with the code SRID that does not match the 

code EPSG, then such a coordinate system and projection parameters of the spatial description of objects 

must be properly registered in the database. At the same time, it is mandatory for them to be able to be 

converted to the standard EPSG-coordinate system and vice versa by means of ArcSDE stored procedures 

directly in the database Oracle itself.  

 

1.4.4 Attributive description of objects  

Attributive information of a record about the object falls into the semantics of the corresponding 

map object and can be taken into account when forming the object's conventional sign on the map (see 

1.4.5). The assignment of certain attributive fields of the database table containing information about the 
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object and the indication of the corresponding semantic characteristics of the cartographic object are 

performed by the administrator at the stage of setting up the program. 

Semantics can be simple or semantics-classifiers (lists).  

Simple semantics contain the meaning that is recorded into it. This value must match the type of 

data defined for this semantic characteristic in the digital classifier of map objects. Semantics can be of 

different types: character (string), numeric, date type and others. 

The semantics-classifier (list) is of type-code from the classifier, this means that the values of 

semantics are integers to which the symbol values are assigned. For such semantics, a list is pre-

populated, where the correspondence of numerical values to character strings is indicated. In the 

semantics-classifier, the numeric code of the record, defined in the list of possible values of semantics, is 

stored. The list itself is stored in the digital classifier of map objects (in the file RSC). 

The fields of the database tables associated with the semantics-classifiers should also contain code 

values from the list of allowed semantics. 
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Figure 5 -  The example of a list of values for the semantics-classifier 

1.4.5 Setting the appearance of the object 

The appearance of the object on the map is determined by the conventional sign assigned to this 

object. Conditional signs are contained in the digital classifier of a vector map. 

The assignment of a symbol to visualize the database object on the map during the import and 

export operations of the layers DTM from DB Oracle is performed on the base of correspondence the 
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value in the field MADOITUONG of each table with spatial data from the geo database ArcSDE and the 

alphanumeric code of the object in the digital map classifier. 

Under one value of the alphanumeric code of an object in a digital classifier of a map there can be 

several conventional signs. 

When you select a conditional object by the value of the alphanumeric code, the nature of its 

localization is taken into account. Localization is a kind of spatial object: area, linear, point.  

 

 

Figure 6 -  Determining the appearance of the object by its alphanumeric code 

In addition, under a single value of the alphanumeric code of the object in the digital classifier, 

there can be a whole series of objects. In this case, when the final choice of a conventional sign is made, 

its semantic characteristics affecting the species are also taken into account for its mapping onto the map. 
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Figure 7 -  Determining the appearance of the object by its alphanumeric code and affecting the form of 

the semantic characteristics 

1.4.6 Defining a table in the geo database to save the object when exporting from the format GIS 

Panorama 

When importing layers of DTM from the geo database to the map format GIS Panorama, the digital 

map classifier is responsible for determining which layer the next imported object falls into. 

When exporting layers of DTM to the geo database, a problem arises, related to the definition of the 

target database table into which the exported object should be saved. In connection with this, it is decided 

to store the name of the destination table also in the digital classifier of the map for each classifier object. 

The name of the destination table in the geo database is saved as the value of the parameter «short object 

name». 
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Figure 8 -  Storage of the table name in the geo database for the object in the map's digital classifier 
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2 PREPARING THE GEO DATABASE FOR ARCSDE ORACLE 

2.1 Configuration of DB Oracle server 

To enable external clients to access geo databases ArcSDE, external stored procedures must be 

supported at the level of server for database Oracle. In particular, it is necessary to mark up the library 

ST_SHAPELIB.DLL on the server where DBMS Oracle is installed and to perform the appropriate 

settings in the configuration files of DBMS Oracle. To do this, it is necessary to consistently perform the 

following steps. 

1) Place the library ST_SHAPELIB.DLL on the server where DBMS Oracle is installed. This 

library will be located in the subdirectory DatabaseSupport\Oracle\XXXXX in the directory 

where ArcGIS Desktop (ArcMap) was installed. Where XXXXX is the name of the 

subdirectory corresponding to the operating system on which DBMS Oracle is installed, and 

the bit depth of the DBMS itself. For example, for Oracle 12 x64 in the Microsoft Windows 

Server 2012 operating system, the specified subdirectory will be called «Windows64», and the 

entire path to the location of the library ST_SHAPELIB.DLL might look something like this: 

c:\Program 

Files(x86)\ArcGIS\Desktop10.1\DatabaseSupport\Oracle\Windows64\st_shapelib.dll 

2) Since the installation of DBMS Oracle and ArcGIS Desktop does not necessarily run on the 

same computer, you need to copy the library ST_SHAPELIB.DLL to the server where DBMS 

Oracle is installed, for example, by placing it in the directory C:\ArcGIS\(or \user\arcgis\ – for 

OS of Linux). 

3) If you use Oracle version 11g and higher, configure the configuration file of DBMS Oracle 

extproc.ora (the file extproc.ora is located in the directory ORACLE_HOME\hs\admin). In 

extproc.ora, it is necessary to specify the location of the library st_shapelib, for this, add the 

following line on the server under the operating Windows system: 

EXTPROC_DLLS=ONLY:C:\\ArcGIS\\st_shapelib.dll 

or, if the server is running OS Linux or UNIX:  

SET EXTPROC_DLLS=ONLY:/user/arcgis/libst_shapelib.so 

4) If DBMS Oracle 10g is used, the corresponding settings must be made in the files tnsnames.ora 

and listener.ora. For a detailed description of the configuration process EXTPROC in DBMS 

Database 10g, see section «Configuring Oracle extproc for accessing the geo database, using 

SQL» online help for ArcGIS (http://resources.arcgis.com). In this document, settings of 

DBMS Oracle 10g will not be considered. 

5) Copy the folder pedata from the directory of installation ArcGIS (the approximate source path 

is c:\ Program Files (x86)\ ArcGIS\Desktop10.1\pedata), place it on the server DBMS Oracle 

and to set the PEDATAHOME environment variable on the server that points to this location 

(for example, C:\ArcGIS\pedata). 
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Figure 9 -  Setting the environment variable PEDATAHOME in OS Windows of the server DBMS 

Oracle 

You can verify that DBMS Oracle server settings are correct after you perform the necessary 

operations with the geo database, described in section 2.2. 

 

2.2 Creation of a new database in DBMS Oracle 

Before placing the geo database ArcSDE in the database Oracle, you must create this database. 

This item contains a description for the sequence of actions to create the database Oracle and a 

description of the parameters that must be installed in the database. 

Creation of a new Oracle database is performed by the regular means of DBMS Oracle in the 

following sequence. 

1) Run the configuration tool of databases – «Database Configuration Assistant». Select «Create 

of Database», go to the next window (click on «Next»). 

2) In the following form select a template to create the database, leave the default option «General 

Purpose of Transactional Processing». 

3) Next you need to specify «Global Database Name» and «SID» (System identifier) for the 

newly created database. It is proposed to specify meaningful values. For example, to export 

layers DTM of scale 1: 25,000 from format GIS Panorama to the geo database ArcSDE 

proposed name VN25PAN. 
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Figure 10 -  Database configuration dialog – selection of database creation operation 

 

Figure 11 -  Setting the parameters to create the database – selecting a base template 
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Figure 12 -  Assigning the name of the database to be created and the system identifier 

4) In the window «Configure Enterprise Manager», it is recommended to remain the options 

offered by default, that is, remain the option «Configure Enterprise Manager» enabled with the 

mode «Configure Database Control for local management». 

 

 

Figure 13 -  Choosing a way to manage the database 

5) At the fifth stage of the database creation, it is suggested to specify the administrative 

passwords of system users. You must either specify a unique password for each of them, or 

assign one common password to everyone (as shown in the figure). The entered password(s) 

must be remembered. 
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Figure 14 -  Entering administrative passwords for system users 

 

Figure 15 -  Choosing a storage option for hosting database files 

6) If you select the storage option to host the database files, you must select the storage type – the 

file system «File System». The location of the files is either left by default (in this case, the 

paths to the files are taken from the server settings), or to specify a specific location with the 

directory specified («Use Common Location for All Database Files»).  

7) In step 7, the configuration of the database recovery is configured. It is recommended to remain 

the default values (see the figure). 
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Figure 16 -  Configuration to restore the database 

 

Figure 17 -  Additional filling of the database does not apply 

8) The eighth step proposes to provide additional filling of the created database. Additional filling 

of the database does not apply 

9) At the 9th stage in the dialog «Initialization Parameters» it is mandatory to specify encoding 

«Use Unicode (AL32UTF8)» on the tab «Character Sets». Otherwise, there may be problems 

with recording and reading values in national languages that require multi-byte character 

encoding (for example, in Vietnamese). In addition, on the tab «Connection Mode», set the 

connection mode «Dedicated Server Mode». It is recommended to remain the remaining 

parameters as default. 
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Figure 18 -  Setting Unicode encoding (AL32UTF8) for the database 

 

Figure 19 -  Selecting the user connection mode – «Dedicated Server Mode» 

10) At the tenth step, the dialog will prompt you to configure the data store for the database in more 

detail. If necessary, make the appropriate settings, otherwise remain the default values. 
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Figure 20 -  Detailed configuration of the data storage for the database being created 

11) In the window «Creation Options», select the required action – creating a database («Create 

Database»). 

 

 

Figure 21 -  Transition directly to the process of creating a database 

When you click on the button «Finish», the process of creating a database will begin. The progress 

will be displayed on the screen. 
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Figure 22 -  The status window of a database creation process 

 

Figure 23 -  Summary message about the completion of the process for creating a database Oracle 

When the database creation process is complete, a corresponding message will be displayed on the 

screen. In this dialog, if necessary, you can change the previously set passwords for embedded registry 

records. If such operation is required, click the button «Password Management…». To exit, press the 

button «Exit». 

 

2.3 Creation of the geo database ArcSDE in DB Oracle 

Creation of a geo database in the database Oracle is performed using the program ArcMap. To do 

this, you need to start the program ArcMap and to call the dialog «Create enterprise geodatabase» in it. 

You can call up this dialog using the search operation: press «Ctrl + F» and in the search form type 

«Create enterprise geodatabase», then in the search results select the item «Create enterprise geodatabase 

(Data Management) (Tool)». 
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Figure 24 -  Access to the dialog of creating a geo database through the search tool 

In the dialog for creating a geo database, enter the connection parameters from the superuser SYS to 

the database Oracle where the geo database will be located, enter the name of the administrator of the geo 

database – SDE, set the password for it, and specify the authorization file ArcGIS. Additionally, you can 

specify a table space if you want to store geo database tables in a separate table space. 

 

 

Figure 25 -  Dialog for creating a geo database 

If all the parameters are correctly filled, then clicking on the button «OK» will connect to the 

database Oracle, creating SDE schema in it and adding a geo database in this scheme. The status window 

of the process for creating a geo database will inform about the progress. 
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Figure 26 -  Status window for creating a geo database 

 

Figure 27 -  Report on the successful completion of the process for creating a geo database 

The created geo database does not have a structure for storing the layers of DTM. 

Depending on how you plan to continue to use the geo database, one of the following is true: 

- if you need to restore the geo database to a database Oracle that was previously exported from 

another storage format, you import the file XML into which the source geo database was 

exported; 
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- if you need to create a geo database structure in the database Oracle for later filling it with data 

during the export of layers of DTM from the format GIS Panorama, it is imported the file XML, 

containing the description scheme of the geo database structure. 

 

Both processes are no different from each other. The difference is only in the imported XML file 

and whether the data load is being imported or only when creating a geo database structure. 

Below, it will consider the process of creating a structure of the geo database in the database Oracle 

for the subsequent loading of DTM layers for the scale 1: 25 000, exported from the format GIS 

Panorama. To do this, it will use a file with a scheme describing the structure of the geo database 

25K_SCHEMA.XML. 

Operations to create geo databases in the database Oracle for scales 1: 50,000 and 1: 100,000 are 

performed in full analogy. For them, files with schemes describing the structures of geo databases 

50K_SCHEMA.XML and 100K_SCHEMA.XML, respectively, are applied. 

In the catalog ArcGIS, create a new connection to the database Oracle in which the geo database 

was created. It is necessary to perform the connection as SDE user. 

 

 

Figure 28 -  Creating a new database Oracle connection to ArcGIS Catalog 

After creation, a new connection appears in the tree in the section Database Connections. 

Importing file XML for this connection is started from the context menu, which is called by right-

clicking on this connection in the tree ArcGIS Catalog. In the context menu select Import – XML 

Workspace Document. 
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Figure 29 -  Importing XML file with a geo database structure 

In the dialog that appears, import the document XML, it is necessary to specify the path to the 

imported file and the import mode. The import mode depends on whether you are loading data or just 

creating a geo database structure. To create a structure without importing data, select «Schema Only». 

Clicking the button «Next» will display the contents of the selected XML file. 

Clicking the button «Finish» will start the import process. The progress and the status of its 

completion will be reflected on the screen in the corresponding window. 
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Figure 30 -  Dialog for importing settings of XML file 

 

Figure 31 -  Contents of the selected for import XML file 
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Figure 32 -  The process of importing XML file 

2.4 Configuring the geo database to access spatial data from external clients 

This item is executed when the geo database ArcSDE is already deployed to the database Oracle. 

To enable external clients to access the geo database, if is necessary to connect and configure the 

library ST_SHAPELIB.DLL. This library is provided as part of ArcGIS products and it is designed to 

work with the spatial data format St_Geometry (ArcSDE). 

Before performing the setup of the library ST_SHAPELIB.DLL in the database Oracle, it should be 

located on the server DBMS Oracle and certain settings must be made in the configuration files of the 

DBMS Oracle (see section 2.1). 

Then, in the database Oracle, which hosts the geo database ArcSDE, it should follow these steps: It 

is assumed that the geo database ArcSDE is created in the database Oracle in the user scheme SDE. To 

execute the following commands, use any SQL-query interpreter Oracle. For example, Oracle SQL 

Developer. 

1) Connect to the database as super-user SYS (AS SYSDBA). 

2) Assign the user SDE necessary permissions, to do this on behalf of SYS: 

GRANT EXECUTE ON dbms_pipe TO SDE; 

GRANT EXECUTE ON dbms_lock TO SDE; 

GRANT EXECUTE ON dbms_lob TO SDE; 

GRANT EXECUTE ON dbms_utility TO SDE; 

GRANT EXECUTE ON dbms_sql TO SDE; 

GRANT EXECUTE ON utl_raw TO SDE; 

GRANT EXECUTE ON utl_recomp TO sde; 

GRANT CREATE LIBRARY TO SDE;    

GRANT EXECUTE ON DBMS_CRYPTO TO SDE; 

3) Connect to the database on behalf of the user SDE. 

4) Check the correctness of the path to the external library: 

SELECT * FROM user_libraries WHERE LIBRARY_NAME='ST_SHAPELIB'; 
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Figure 33 -  Checking the path to the external library 

5) If the query does not produce a result, or as a result of the request, the path specified in the 

parameter FILE_SPEC does not correspond to the path specified in the configuration file of 

DBMS Oracle EXTPROC.ORA (see section 2.1), to execute the query to recreate the library in 

the database: 

CREATE or REPLACE LIBRARY ST_SHAPELIB AS 'C:\\ArcGIS\\st_shapelib.dll'; 

or, if the server is running OS Linux or OS UNIX: 

CREATE or REPLACE LIBRARY ST_SHAPELIB AS ' /user/arcgis/libst_shapelib.so'; 

6) Execute compilation of the scheme SDE: 

ALTER PACKAGE sde.st_geometry_shapelib_pkg COMPILE REUSE SETTINGS;  

EXEC dbms_utility.compile_schema( 'SDE' ); 

7) Verify the correctness of objects registration by executing the query: 

8) SELECT object_name FROM user_objects WHERE status = 'INVALID'; 

 

 

Figure 34 -  Checking for the absence of incorrectly registered objects 

There are no objects, which have the status «INVALID». Moreover, there are no objects with status 

«INVALID» for personal data type St_Geometry. 

 

9) Verify the correctness for connection of the library ST_SHAPELIB to the database Oracle by 

running a simple query that uses functions from this library. For example: 

SELECT  

SDE.ST_AsText( SDE.ST_GeomFromWKB 

( SDE.ST_AsBinary( SDE.ST_GeomFromText 

( 'POINT(334895.21690000 2326812.63830000)', 3405)), 3405))  

as MYTEST FROM DUAL; 
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The request must work without errors. 

 

 

Figure 35 -  Testing the functionality of the connected library 

If the final checks indicate that the library ST_SHAPELIB is connected to the database Oracle 

incorrectly, it should repeat all the steps from the beginning, guided additionally by the documentation for 

locating geo databases ArcGIS in Oracle. 

 

2.5 Creating additional software objects in the geo database 

This item is required only for geo databases that are intended to be recorded to by external clients 

that are not ArcGIS products. If the geo database is provided to external clients only for reading, you can 

skip this item. 

The field OBJECTID, pre-allocated for all tables with spatial data in the geo database, it is intended 

to maintain a unique record identifier. This field, depending on the initial settings of the geo database, can 

be auto-critical (filled automatically for new entries). But, as a rule, the application ArcGIS is responsible 

for generating new values in this field, that is, there is no automatic filling. When creating new records in 

spatial data tables by external clients that are not applications of the family ArcGIS, it is necessary to 

implement the receipt of a new value for the field OBJECTID.  

To obtain a new value for the field OBJECTID, both external clients and applications ArcGIS were 

executed according to the same rules, triggers are created in the database Oracle on each spatial data table 

registered in the geo database. Trigger function – to generate a new value for the field OBJECTID, if this 

value was not specified when adding a new record. 

When creating a new value for the field OBJECTID in triggers, the function NEXT_ROWID of the 

geo database is used from the package GDB_UTIL. 

To create the necessary triggers, it is necessary to connect the database Oracle in which the geo 

database is deployed, on behalf of the user SDE and to execute the script SQL 

make_triggers_for_objectid.sql (for example, using the application Oracle SQL Developer). The text of 

this script is specified in the Appendix (see Appendix 2). 
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Figure 36 -  Trigger to get the field value OBJECTID for a new record 

2.6 The recommended options for geo databases in Oracle and regulatory procedures 

In order to work correctly with the geo database ArcSDE in the database Oracle of GIS Panorama 

and GIS Server software, it is necessary that the database Oracle have the same parameters as specified in 

section 2.2 for the new database. Particular attention should be paid to the encoding of the database. 

It is recommended that you periodically perform certain routine procedures with the database 

Oracle that hosts the geodatabase ArcSDE. These are procedures such as updating table indexes and 

mapping database statistics. The obsolescence of statistics can lead to a significant slowdown in any 

query to the database.  

Updating the statistics is performed by built-in means of DBMS using commands of package 

DBMS_STATS and ANALYZE. To obtain information about the necessary reglament procedures and 

commands for their implementation, it should consult the administrator's guide for DBMS Oracle. 
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3 EXPORT AND IMPORT OF THE LAYERS FOR DTM FROM THE GEO DATABASE 

ARCSDE ORACLE USING GIS SERVER 

3.1 Conditions for executing 

To arrange access to the geo database ArcSDE Oracle using GIS Server, the following conditions 

must be done: 

1) It is necessary to install the software GIS Server. 

2) On the same computer where GIS Server is installed, it is required to install the client part of 

the DBMS Oracle to access the server DB Oracle – Oracle Call Interface (see section 1.3). 

3) It is necessary to install the software product GIS Panorama. 

4) Server DB Oracle must be properly configured to allow external clients to access the geo 

databases ArcSDE (see section 2.1). 

5) In DB Oracle, it must be deployed and configured the geo database ArcSDE in accordance with 

the requirements specified in sections 2.4 and 2.5 of this document. 

6) GIS Server must be able to access the server of database Oracle over the network. 

7) On GIS Server, the connection parameters with the server of database Oracle must be correctly 

configured, and the parameters for accessing the layers of DTM are configured and the 

necessary authorizations for users of GIS Server are assigned. 

 

3.2 Configuring the connection to DB Oracle server 

Configuring GIS Server is performed using the standard remote administration tool – GIS 

Administrator. Installation and configuration of GIS Administrator is carried out in accordance with the 

instructions in the documentation for the software GIS Server. 

 

 

Figure 37 -  Transition to GIS Server junction connections with database servers 

To access the program of remote administration GIS Administrator, enter the address in the address 

bar corresponding to the web application GIS Administrator. For example, if you access from the same 

computer where GIS Administrator is installed, the default address will look like: 

http://localhost/GISAdministrator/admin.php. 
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When you request data for authorization, enter the login and administrator password specified 

during the installation and configuration of GIS Administrator (by default – admin/admin). 

Go to the menu «Connecting to database». 

 

 

Figure 38 -  Adding a new connection to the database server 

To create a new connection to the database Oracle, specifying the type of DBMS – Oracle ArcSDE.  

 

 

Figure 39 -  Creating a new connection to the database Oracle ArcSDE 

In the dialog for creating a new connection to the database, it is possible to immediately check the 

correctness of the entered connection parameters using the button «Check connection». 

 

3.3 Configuring access to layers of DTM in the geo database 

Setting up access to the layers of DTM is performed using the standard remote administration tool – 

GIS Administrator. To do this, it is necessary to run in the web browser of the program GIS 

Administrator as well, as indicated in section 3.2. Detailed instructions on the operation of the web 

application GIS Administrator are contained in the operational documentation for the software product 

GIS Server. 

Setting up and editing access to the layers of DTM is done in the menu sections «Maps» and 

«Groups», accessible from the main window GIS Administrator. 
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Figure 40 -  Transition to the data of Map on GIS Server 

It is recommended for each DTM to create a separate section in the map tree of GIS Server. For 

example, in Vietnam, create a section of Vietnam and in this section for maps of scale 1: 25 000, 1: 50 

000, 1: 100 000 and so on, create subsections «25 000», «50 000» and «100 000» respectively. 

Next, for each subsection, configure the virtual GIS Server folder where files with settings for 

accessing individual layers of DTM in the geo database ArcSDE Oracle will be located. Each such file is 

XML file, contains information about one layer for DTM of the geo database ArcSDE Oracle, a link to 

the connection to the database Oracle configured on GIS Server, and it has an extension * .DBM. 

The file * .DBM can be published on GIS Server independently, however, in order to simplify the 

further actions for setting up the GIS Server clients' access to the DTM, it is recommended to publish the 

files * .DBM in the virtual GIS Server folders. For each DTM in the geo database ArcSDE Oracle, a 

separate virtual folder is created on GIS Server and a separate connection to the database Oracle is 

configured. 

Creating partitions, subsections and configuring virtual folders is done in the menu «Maps». 

 

 

Figure 41 -  Creating a subsection on GIS Server 
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Figure 42 -  Saving a new subsection on GIS Server 

In the created sub-section, create a virtual folder, set an alias for it, specify the path from the 

directory on the disk, and type the published files – * .DBM and * .MPT. 

 

 

Figure 43 -  Creating a new folder on GIS Server 

 

Figure 44 -  The form of virtual folder parameters 

After the virtual folder is added to GIS Server, it is possible to add or to edit DBM files in this 

folder. To do this, go to the virtual folder settings in edit mode. 

 
In this case, a button for files *, DBM will be available in the form of virtual folder settings. 

When you click this button, you can see a list of DBM files in the folder with the ability to add a 

new DBM file or edit an existing one. 
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Figure 45 -  Displaying the created folder and the call button of the editing menu 

 

Figure 46 -  Entering the content editing mode of the virtual folder 

 

Figure 47 -  Adding a new DBM file to the virtual folder 
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The settings contained in the file DBM are described in detail in the operational documentation for 

the software GIS Server. To configure access to the layers of DTM in the geo database ArcSDE Oracle, it 

is necessary and sufficient to fill in the following parameters: 

- name of the map; 

- classifier (specify the path to viet25t.rsc); 

- EPSG code for the layer of DTM; 

- scale; 

- select the previously created connection (see section 3.2) or create a new connection to the 

database; 

- select the table corresponding to the table in the geo database Oracle ArcSDE, which contains 

the customizable layer of DTM; 

- set the time of data actuality in seconds (after the specified interval GIS Server will 

automatically request all the data from the geo database ArcSDE Oracle for the DTM layer); 

- specify the required fields: object identifier (OBJECTID) and spatial description (SHAPE); 

- indicate the field responsible for the object type and the symbol on the map (MADOITUONG), 

the alphanumeric code is additionally marked with a corresponding check; 

- for other fields with object attributes, it is possible to specify their automatic matching with the 

(Correlate automatically). 

 

If all the parameters are filled correctly, then clicking on the button «Save» will create a spatial 

database representation on GIS Server. 

To organize complex access to a group of layers of DTM (or the entire DTM at once), * .MPT 

project files can be used that combine links to several pre-configured * .DBM files. 

GIS Server configures the differentiation of data access. 

Until the access rights are assigned to the virtual folder, none of the GIS Server's clients can access 

the data located in this folder. Accordingly, access to the layers of DTM in the geo database ArcSDE 

Oracle also will not be. 
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Figure 48 -  The form filling window when creating a new spatial database 
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To configure access to data in the virtual folder, you need to go to the menu «Groups» and select 

the required group to call the window editing the access to data, by clicking «Edit data». In the window 

that opens, it is possible to change the rights, delete or add data. 

 

 

Figure 49 -  Entering the mode of the settings data access for a group of users 

To add data, click the button «Add data» and specify newly added virtual folders of GIS Server 

with DBM files. 

 

 

Figure 50 -  The window for setting the data access parameters of the selected user group 
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Figure 51 -  Adding new data for the selected user group 

For virtual folders with DBM files, permissions to read and copy data must be given. If you plan to 

edit the data in the geo database ArcSDE Oracle using the software product GIS Panorama, you must also 

give Editing permission (Editing). 

 

  

Figure 52 -  The window for editing the settings to accessing virtual folders and data 
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3.4 Importing layers of DTM from the geo database ArcSDE via GIS Server 

If on GIS Server all settings for publishing the layers of DTM from the geo database ArcSDE 

Oracle are executed correctly, the clients of GIS Server gain access to these layers as well as to any other 

data located on GIS Server. 

To access DTM layers from the geo database ArcSDE, published on GIS Server, it is used the 

software GIS Panorama. 

 

 

Figure 53 -  Connecting to GIS Server  

In the list of available maps, directories configured on GIS Server will be available, as described in 

section 3.3. The directories contain a list of dbm files that are configured on the layers of DTM. And it 

also can contain projects of maps *.MPT, which unite several or all layers of DTM, if such projects were 

created. To open a separate layer of DTM, select the file DBM, to open the layer set – MPT file and click 

the button «Open». 
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Figure 54 -  Selecting individual layers of DTM or the entire DTM for opening 

When opening a map project consisting of many DTM layers, the process of opening these layers 

may take some time. On the progress of the discovery, the status bar at the bottom of the window for the 

application window is displayed. 

After the data discovery process is complete, the dialog for selecting data from GIS Server can be 

closed. In this case, the process of loading data on the layers of DTM will continue. At this time, GIS 

Server reads this data from the geo database of ArcSDE Oracle and delivers it to its customers already in 

the format of vector maps GIS Panorama. 

On the progress of data loading, the corresponding message is notified in the status bar of the main 

form of the software GIS Panorama.  
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Figure 55 -  The process of opening a set of DTM layers from GIS Server 

When all data on the layers of DTM are loaded, the program will display a message on the screen. 

After this, you can perform the necessary actions with the received data. For example, to cut the 

map into nomenclature sheets, unload into format SXF, etc. Editing functions will also be available if the 

user on GIS Server is given appropriate authority. 
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Figure 56 -  The process of loading data on the layers of DTM 

 

Figure 57 -  Boot process completion message 
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Figure 58 -  Data on the layers of DTM are fully open 

The resulting map can be subjected to post-processing procedures (see section 5). 

 

3.5 Export of spatial data on the layers of DTM to the geo database ArcSDE via GIS Server 

One of the options for exporting spatial data to the geo database ArcSDE Oracle is to provide the 

ability to edit information using the software tool GIS Panorama of information directly in the geo 

database ArcSDE Oracle. During the editing process, objects can be created, modified or deleted. Both 

object attributes (semantics) and its spatial description can undergo editing. 

To enable the editing of information by means of GIS Panorama of information directly in the geo 

database of ArcSDE Oracle, the actions provided for in section 2.5 must be performed in addition to the 

actions listed in sections 2.1-2.4 and 3.1. 

To edit the objects of DTM layers that are contained in the tables of the geo database Oracle 

ArcSDE, it is necessary to GIS Server in the product GIS Panorama, where it is necessary the first have 

access to these layers (see 3.2 and 3.3). Then open them in the same way as described in section 3.4. 

When the data for selected layers of DTM are opened completely, the map editor buttons become 

available if the user of GIS Panorama has the rights to edit these layers on GIS Server. 

Since editing by tools GIS Panorama via GIS Server is performed directly in the tables of the geo 

database ArcSDE Oracle, ArcGIS software connected to this database will see the changes made in real 

time. 

For example, consider the process of editing an individual layer of DTM. 

Open it in GIS Panorama and in ArcMap 10.1. 

Using the map editor in GIS Panorama (F4), make a number of changes in the layer of DTM. For 

example, change an existing object or add a new one. 

In case of changes in DTM layer, it is necessary to ensure that all semantics that are mandatory for 

this layer are filled. Otherwise, the object will not be saved to the database. 
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Figure 59 -  Parallel opening of DTM layer in GIS Panorama and in ArcMap 10.1 

  

Figure 60 -  Editing an existing object in DTM layer and creating a new object of the same type 

If the changes you made are not automatically displayed in the application ArcMap 10.1, it is 

necessary to  press the button F5 to update the data from the database. 
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Figure 61 -  Displaying changes in application ArcMap 10.1 using GIS Panorama 
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4 EXPORTING AND IMPORTING LAYERS OF DTM FROM THE GEO DATABASE 

ARCSDE ORACLE WITH BUILT-IN TOOLS OF GIS PANORAMA 

4.1 General conditions for executing 

To access the geo database ArcSDE Oracle from GIS Panorama directly (without connecting to GIS 

Server), the following conditions must be done: 

1) It is necessary to install the software product Geoinformation System Panorama. 

2) On the same computer where the software product GIS Panorama is installed, it is required to 

install the client part of DBMS Oracle to access the server DB Oracle – Oracle Call Interface 

(see 1.3). 

3) The server of DB Oracle must be properly configured to allow external clients to access the geo 

databases ArcSDE (see section 2.1). 

4) In the database of Oracle, the geo database ArcSDE must be deployed and configured in 

accordance with the requirements specified in sections 2.4 and 2.5 of this document. 

5) The computer where the software GIS Panorama is installed must be able to access to the 

server of DB Oracle over the network. 

 

4.2 Exporting layers of DTM to the geo database ArcSDE Oracle 

4.2.1 Requirements for source (input) data  

In the geo database ArcSDE Oracle can be exported DTM scale 1: 25 000, based on the digital 

classifier viet25t.rsc. For maps of scales of 1: 50,000, 1: 100,000 and others, their classifiers must be 

prepared accordingly for the same requirements as those specified for the classifier viet25t.rsc. 

It is recommended that you export to a pure geo database ArcSDE Oracle.  

Before exporting to the geo database ArcSDE Oracle must undergo the necessary control 

procedures. 

The exported DTM must have the installed code EPSG. It is recommended that the code EPSG of 

the exported map and the codes EPSG assigned to the tables of DTM layers in the geo database ArcSDE 

Oracle are met. In the geo database Oracle ArcSDE, the parameter SRID is responsible for this. The 

SRID value of the metric field, which indicates the coordinate system that is in the database EPSG, 

corresponds to the code EPSG (code SRID = code EPSG). 

The belonging of an object to a specific layer of DTM is determined by the short name of the object 

specified in the digital classifier of the map. The short name of the object in the classifier must match the 

table name in the geo database ArcSDE Oracle, which is responsible for storing the data of a certain layer 

of DTM (see section 1.2.3). 

 

4.2.2 Process of implementation 

In order to export the layers of DTM to the geo database ArcSDE Oracle, it is necessary to open 

DTM in GIS Panorama. In order to minimize possible errors during the export procedure, it is strongly 

recommended that you follow the control procedure of DTM and to correct any errors in the original data 

that are detected. 

Call the task «Export to ArcSDE Oracle» using the menu «Tasks – Run applications» (or by 

pressing the «F12» button). 

In the task dialog «Export to ArcSDE Oracle», it is necessary to fill the connection parameters with 

the server of database Oracle and to execute connection. The connection must be established on behalf of 

the user SDE (or another user with the same authority in the geo database). 
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Figure 62 -  Run the data export task in ArcSDE Oracle 

 

Figure 63 -  Executing a connection to the geo database ArcSDE 

If you successfully connect to the database Oracle, on the tab «Map layers» will display a list of 

tables registered in the geo database ArcSDE Oracle, where spatial data is stored in the layers of DTK. If 
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it is necessary, on this tab, you can select individual tables, in which DTM data will be downloaded. In 

this way, the composition of DTM layers is selected for export to the geo database ArcSDE Oracle. By 

default, all tables are selected.  

 

 

Figure 64 -  Selecting the composition of DTM layers for export to the geo database ArcSDE Oracle 

 

Figure 65 -  Procedure for exporting layers of DTM during the execution 

If the connection to the database is successful, the button «Run» becomes available. When it is 

clicked, the process of exporting the layers for DTM to the selected tables in the geo database begins. 

Objects that do not belong to the selected tables are skipped. 
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During the export, a protocol is maintained, in which messages about the execution process are 

recorded. Errors are also output to this protocol. The protocol can be saved to a text file on the 

disk using the button. 

If there are errors, they should be analyzed, and their causes eliminated. After eliminating the 

causes of errors during export, the export procedure must be carried out first. Before re-exporting, all 

previously downloaded data from the geo database must be deleted. Instead of clearing the geo database, 

you can delete it entirely and create a geo database again (see section 2.2 -.2.5). 

 

The example of an error associated with the incorrect metric in the source data (self-intersection of 

the object contour): 
Database: ORA-20015: Error generating shape from binary: Invalid polygon closure (20813). 
ORA-06512: at "SDE.ST_GEOMETRY_SHAPELIB_PKG", line 237 
ORA-06512: at "SDE.ST_GEOMETRY_OPERATORS", line 162 
Can't process object: 17 
Error write object 17 from list 1 

 

The example of an error related to incorrect semantics in the source data (there is no value for the 

characteristic that is mandatory for filling): 
Database: ORA-01400: cannot insert NULL into ("SDE"."DOANTIMDUONGBO"."LOAIKETCAU") 
Can't process object: 3677 
Error write object 3677 from list 1 

 

The example of an error related to the incorrect metric in the source data (the output of the metric 

beyond the limits of the dimensions defined by the coordinate system code in the database): 
Database: ORA-20015: Error generating shape from binary: Coordinate system is out of bounds 

(20807). 
ORA-06512: at "SDE.ST_GEOMETRY_SHAPELIB_PKG", line 237 
ORA-06512: at "SDE.ST_GEOMETRY_OPERATORS", line 162 
Can't process object: 2047 

 

The example of an error related to the application of a non-standard coordinate system, to which it 

is impossible to perform the transformation of the geo database by internal means (see requirements in 

section 1.2.3): 
Database: ORA-29875: failed in the execution of the ODCIINDEXINSERT routine 
ORA-20085: Insert Spatial Reference SRID 3405 does not match SDE.DUONGBINHDO.SHAPE 

registered Spatial Reference SRID 300002 
ORA-06512: at "SDE.ST_DOMAIN_METHODS", line 1986 

Can't process object: 3406 

 

The error codes provided by the geo database ArcSDE have values starting at 20001 and higher. 

The error description by its code can be found in the documentation on ArcGIS, including online - 

http://webhelp.esri.com/arcgisserver/9.3/java/geodatabases/sql_exc1207716883.htm. 

Errors that have code 20000 or less or 21300 or more are related to messages DBMS Oracle. The 

error description for these codes can be specified in the documentation for DBMS Oracle, including 

online – https://docs.oracle.com/cd/B14117_01/server.101/b10744/toc.htm. 

 

You can interrupt the export of DTM layers to the geo database ArcSDE. To do this, click the 

button «Cancel». After the export is canceled during the run, all previously downloaded data from the geo 

database must be deleted before the re-export procedure. Instead of clearing the geo database, you can 

delete it entirely and create a geo database again (see section 2.2 -.2.5). 
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Figure 66 -  Interrupting the export process during execution 

4.3 Import of layers of DTM from the geo database ArcSDE Oracle 

4.3.1 Requirements for source (input) data  

To import the layers of DTM from the geo database ArcSDE Oracle containing data scale 1: 

25,000, the digital classifier viet25t.rsc, corresponding to structure the geo database ArcSDE Oracle of 

this scale, must be applied. To import the layers of DTM from geo databases ArcSDE Oracle of scales 1: 

50,000, 1: 100,000 and others, their classifiers must be prepared according to the same requirements as 

those specified for the classifier viet25t.rsc. 

To load the layers of DTM from the geo database ArcSDE Oracle will create DTM of format GIS 

Panorama. The map is created with the parameters of the coordinate system and the projection 

corresponding to the specified code EPSG. The code EPSG for creating a map should be indicated in 

accordance with the parameters of the coordinate system used in the geo database ArcSDE Oracle for the 

layers of DTM. 

If the geo database ArcSDE Oracle has layers of DTC with different coordinate systems (spatial 

data tables have different SRIDs), it is necessary that at the database level it is possible to transform the 

coordinates into the system specified by the code EPSG of the created map. 

 

4.3.2 Process of implementation 

To export the layers of DTM to the geo database ArcSDE Oracle, it is necessary in GIS Panorama 

to select the item from the menu «File – Import from... – ArcSDE Oracle geodatabase». The dialog 

«Import ArcSDE Oracle geodatabase» should start. 

In the dialog «Import ArcSDE Oracle geodatabase», it is necessary to fill the connection parameters 

with the server of database Oracle and to execute connection. The connection must be established on 

behalf of the user SDE (or another user with the same authority in the geo database). 
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Figure 67 -  Run the task of importing data from the geo database ArcSDE Oracle 

After the successful connection, the default values in the parameters for creating DTM to place the 

imported data will be filled. If it is necessary, these parameters can be changed. 

To create DTM, all parameters must be specified: 

- name of the map file; 

- classifier; 

- name of the map; 

- EPSG code; 

- basic scale. 
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Figure 68 -  Executing a connection to the geo database ArcSDE 

If you successfully connect to the database Oracle, the tab «Layers of DTM» will display a list of 

tables registered in the geo database ArcSDE Oracle, which are used to store spatial data on the layers of 

DTM. If it is necessary, on this tab, you can select individual tables from which data will be downloaded 

to DTM. In this way, the composition of DTM layers is selected for import from the geo database 

ArcSDE Oracle. By default, all tables are selected. 

 

 

Figure 69 -  Selecting the composition of DTM layers imported from the geo database ArcSDE Oracle 
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If the connection to the database is successful, all necessary parameters for creating the map-result 

are filled, the button «Run» becomes available. When you click on it, the process of importing selected 

layers of DTM from the geo database ArcSDE Oracle starts. Unlisted tables do not participate in the data 

import process. 

 

 

Figure 70 -  The procedure for importing layers of DTM during the execution 

 
During the import, a protocol is kept in which messages about the execution process are 

recorded. Errors are also output to this protocol. The protocol can be saved to a text file on the 

disk using the button. 

You can interrupt the import of DTM layers into the geo database ArcSDE. To do this, click the 

button «Cancel». The execution process will be aborted, all the under-processed objects in the current 

table will be considered incorrect, the following tables will not be processed. In the event of a process 

interruption in the window GIS Panorama, the map will be opened in the volume of objects that was 

loaded at the time of the command to interrupt the process. Such map can not be considered a correct 

import result, and the import procedure must be repeated. In order to be able to re-import DTM map with 

the same file name, this map should be closed. 
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Figure 71 -  Interrupting the import process during the execution 

When data is loaded, a map with imported data from the geo database ArcSDE Oracle will be 

opened in the window GIS Panorama. 

The resulting map can be subjected to post-processing procedures (see section 5).  
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5 POSTPROCESSING IMPORTED DATA  

After the import of the data has been completed, it may be necessary to perform a series of 

operations with the data received. For example, to divide the imported DTM into nomenclature sheets, 

execute inscriptions, etc. 

Post-processing procedures for the imported DTM are started as application tasks in GIS Panorama. 

 

 

Figure 72 -  Running the task for splitting imported data into nomenclature sheets 

 

Figure 73 -  Performing the task of dividing DTM into nomenclature sheets 
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Figure 74 -  Running the task of automatic inscriptions distribution 

 

Figure 75 -  Dialog of the task for automatic inscriptions distribution 

To perform the automatic inscriptions distribution, it is necessary to load the settings (the button 

«Load settings…»). For maps created by the classifier viet25t.rsc, pre-prepared settings for the formation 

of inscriptions are already available, which are contained in the file viet25t.ilb. 
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Figure 76 -  The result of automatic application and distribution of inscriptions for the imported DTM 
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APPENDIX 1 THE EXAMPLE OF FILE *.DBM 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="true"?> 

<dbm> 

 <guid>3F1CF1FD-8949-5F8B-3875-9C89C0555B3B</guid> 

 <mapname>PHUBEMAT</mapname> 

 <classifier>viet25t.rsc</classifier> 

 <epsg>3405</epsg> 

 <scale>25000</scale> 

 <dbconnection name="VN25K"/> 

 <query type="table"> 

  <tablename>SDE.PHUBEMAT</tablename> 

  <time_of_actuality>36000</time_of_actuality> 

 </query> 

 <fields> 

  <ident field="OBJECTID"/> 

  <geometry field="SHAPE"/> 

  <objcode type="text" field="MADOITUONG"> 

  <semantics associate="true"/> 

 </fields> 

 <rsclimit>1</rsclimit> 

</dbm> 
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APPENDIX 2 SQL SCRIPT FOR STREAMING CREATION OF TRIGGERS IN THE GEO 

DATABASE 

Below it is the contents of the script make_triggers_for_objectid.sql, designed to create triggers that 

obtain a new value for field of the identifier for record OBJECTID, for all tables with spatial data 

registered in the geo database ArcSDE in the database Oracle. 

 
-- ============================================================================== 

--  Creation of triggers for generating OBJECTID values of new records, 

--  added to tables of geo database ArcSDE not from applications ArcGIS 

-- ============================================================================== 

-- for obtaining OBJECTID uses the regular ArcSDE function - GDB_UTIL.NEXT_ROWID 

-- ============================================================================== 

 

 

DECLARE 

  v_username  ST_GEOMETRY_COLUMNS.OWNER%TYPE; -- variable for owner name 

  v_tablename GDB_ITEMS.NAME%TYPE;            -- variable for table name 

  v_tablename_short GDB_ITEMS.NAME%TYPE;      -- variable for table name 

  v_shapename ST_GEOMETRY_COLUMNS.OWNER%TYPE; -- variable for the name of the metric field 

  v_srid      ST_GEOMETRY_COLUMNS.SRID%TYPE;  -- variable for the value of the field SRID 

  v_srid_str  VARCHAR2(32); 

  v_sql       VARCHAR2(4096); 

  l NUMBER; 

  CURSOR c1 

  IS -- cursor to enumerate tables with geometry and PK (primary key) 

    -- ======================================================================== 

       SELECT   

         USER as TableOwner,  

         REPLACE(t.NAME, USER||'.', '') as TableName,  

         c.COLUMN_NAME as ShapeName, 

         c.SRID as SRID 

       FROM GDB_ITEMRELATIONSHIPS r  

       INNER JOIN GDB_ITEMS t ON t.UUID=r.DESTID 

       INNER JOIN GDB_ITEMS l ON l.UUID=r.ORIGINID 

       INNER JOIN GDB_ITEMRELATIONSHIPTYPES rt ON rt.UUID=r.TYPE AND rt.NAME='DatasetInFeatureDataset' 

       LEFT OUTER JOIN ST_GEOMETRY_COLUMNS c ON UPPER(c.OWNER||'.'||c.TABLE_NAME)=UPPER(t.NAME) AND 
UPPER(c.GEOMETRY_TYPE) like 'ST_GEOMETRY%' 

       WHERE UPPER(t.NAME) like UPPER(USER||'.%') 

       ORDER BY rt.NAME; 

  -- ======================================================================== 

BEGIN 

  DBMS_OUTPUT.ENABLE(); 

  DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE( 'Begin...' ); 

  OPEN c1; 

  LOOP 

      v_sql := ''; 

      FETCH c1 INTO v_username, v_tablename, v_shapename, v_srid; 
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      EXIT WHEN c1%NOTFOUND; 

      DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE( v_tablename || ' :'); 

      DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE( '  - append trigger for new objectid'); 

      l := LENGTH(v_tablename); 

      -- the maximum length of the trigger name is 30 characters 

      IF (l <= 21) 

        THEN v_tablename_short := v_tablename; 

        ELSE v_tablename_short := SUBSTR(v_tablename, 1, 19) || '_' || SUBSTR(v_tablename, l, 1); 

      END IF;   

       

      -- SELECT SUBSTR(v_tablename, 1, 21) INTO v_tablename_short FROM DUAL; 

      -- adding a trigger to get a new value OBJECTID 

      v_sql := 'CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER TR_' || v_tablename_short || '_NEWID ' || 

               'BEFORE INSERT OR UPDATE ON ' || v_username || '.' || v_tablename || ' ' || 

               'FOR EACH ROW ' || 

               'BEGIN ' || 

               'IF :NEW.OBJECTID IS NULL ' || 

               'THEN SELECT GDB_UTIL.NEXT_ROWID(''' || v_username || ''',''' || v_tablename || ''') ' || 

               'INTO :NEW.OBJECTID FROM DUAL; ' || 

               'END IF;  ' || 

               'END; '; 

                

      BEGIN          

         EXECUTE IMMEDIATE v_sql; -- start 

      EXCEPTION 

         WHEN OTHERS THEN DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE( '         - ERROR!'); 

      END; 

       

  END LOOP; 

  CLOSE c1; 

END; 

/ 
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